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TEACHER TENURE REFORM IN WYOMING: BAD TEACHERS LEFT BEHIND

Arah N. Shumway*

Teaching is one of the noblest of professions.
—Calvin Coolidge, 1924

I believe that what’s wrong with our schools in this nation is that they have become unionized in the worst possible way.
—Steve Jobs, 2007
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I. Introduction

In the midst of one of the worst job markets in United States history, job security is an ever-looming concern. Those holding jobs work diligently to retain their positions while thousands of others are forced to dust off their old resumes and find new or replacement employment. One group is tenured teachers. Tenured teachers can rest assured that absent truly egregious conduct on their parts, their jobs are safe. Teacher tenure has been touted as a “job for life” by some, yet nothing but a right to due process by others. Some view tenure as an outdated system which shields only the incompetent; others consider it crucial in providing protections from vindictive and malicious administrators.

Views on the merits and limitations of teacher tenure vary across the board. The battle over the issue of teacher tenure has only intensified with the advent of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB). Some of the main goals behind

---

1 See Peter Ferrara, The Worst Five Years Since the Great Depression, FORBES (Feb. 7, 2013, 10:02 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/peterferrara/2013/02/07/the-worst-five-years-since-the-great-depression/.
4 See John M. Rothgeb Jr., When Tenure Protects the Incompetent: Results from a Survey of Department Chairs, 47 PS: POL. SCI. & POL. 182 (2014).
6 See infra notes 38–67 and accompanying text.
the NCLB are both simple and laudable, while achieving those goals are not easy affairs. Teacher tenure is just one of the many features of our educational system under the scrutinizing eye of the NCLB. However, the NCLB and other entities interested in promoting teacher tenure reform suffer from a common problem: a lack of specific guidelines. While not expressly addressing teacher tenure, the NCLB has been the driving force behind legislatures and administrators revisiting teacher tenure laws. The NCLB aims to improve teacher effectiveness in an effort to boost the performance of students overall. Whether linking teacher evaluations to student performance measures will achieve the goals of the NCLB is less than clear. Many states currently view teacher tenure with a skeptical eye and seek reform to increase the accountability of tenured teachers.

The State of Wyoming is not immune to the effects of this national debate. The federal overhaul of the public education system brought about by the NCLB has put similar pressures on Wyoming as it has on other states. The volley of legislation aimed at ensuring compliance with the NCLB includes amendments to the statutory scheme for teacher tenure in Wyoming. While these amendments are a move in the right direction, they suffer from a lack of specificity, clear

---

8 See Mitchell L. Yell, The Law and Special Education 181 (2006), excerpt available at http://www.education.com/reference/article/goals-no-child-left-behind/ (noting that goals of NCLB include the following: “all students will achieve high academic standards by attaining proficiency or better in reading and mathematics by the 2013–2014 school year; highly qualified teachers will teach all students; all students will be educated in schools and classrooms that are safe, drug free, and conducive to learning; all limited English proficient students will become proficient in English; and all students will graduate from high school”).


11 Id.


guidelines, and any kind of enforcement provisions. The amendments provide little direction regarding how school districts should implement the new requirements. This seemingly intentional decision leaves ample room for district-specific interpretations. Such ambiguity will almost certainly lead to inconsistent implementation across the state. Given the varying needs of school districts across the state, such flexibility could be seen as a boon. However, without a certain amount of consistency in application, these amendments could suffer from poor implementation or from being ignored entirely.

This article provides possible solutions to problems stemming from the language of the amendments, and offers suggestions to school districts tasked with their implementation. The suggestions will facilitate compliance with the statute and ensure that the teacher tenure process in Wyoming functions to further the goal of placing the best teachers in front of Wyoming students. First, this article provides a brief history of teacher tenure in the United States. Second, this article discusses differing views of teacher tenure, including merits and drawbacks. Third, this article examines teacher tenure reform and details the effects the NCLB has had on teacher tenure reform. Finally, this article outlines the progression of teacher tenure in Wyoming, provides an overview of the current transitional status of Wyoming’s teacher tenure statute, addresses problems with the statutory scheme, and suggests possible solutions and methods for implementation.

II. HISTORY OF TEACHER TENURE

Pinpointing the origins of teacher tenure is difficult. Accounts of unfair work conditions for teachers in the United States date back to the nineteenth century. Teachers at the time sought protection from interference from parents and administrators regarding classroom instruction. In 1887, the National Education Association (NEA) held its first-ever conference in Illinois and brought the issue of teacher tenure to the forefront of the discussion. “By the turn of the [Twentieth]
century, tenure had become a hot-button issue that some politicians preferred to avoid." \(^{25}\) Massachusetts passed the first pre-college tenure law in 1886, \(^{26}\) and New Jersey followed suit in 1910, granting fair dismissal rights to college professors. \(^{27}\) These rights were extended nationwide to K–12 teachers during the 1920s. \(^{28}\) Teachers’ unions began forming in response to the high teacher turnover rates associated with the Great Depression, and “by the mid 1950s, eighty percent of all K–12 teachers were tenured.” \(^{29}\) In 2008, 2.3 million public school teachers in the United States had tenure. \(^{30}\) The landscape of teacher tenure changed in the late Twentieth Century, and teacher tenure was viewed with a more skeptical eye. \(^{31}\) The advent of the NCLB intensified the hard look at teacher tenure. \(^{32}\)

While the exact time and place of the origins of teacher tenure are subject to dispute, the driving force behind the initial push for teacher tenure is clear. During the early campaigns for teacher tenure, teachers had little to no protections against arbitrary dismissal decisions. \(^{33}\) Teachers—especially women—were dismissed for a wide array of reasons. \(^{34}\) Teachers were fired for getting married, staying out too late, getting pregnant, wearing pants, and a wide variety of other arbitrary reasons. \(^{35}\) Teachers presenting unpopular or controversial topics were also targeted. \(^{36}\) As teachers’ unions formed and state statutory schemes came into existence, the landscape of teacher tenure began unfolding and continues today. News sources from around the country describe advocacy groups debating the merits and shortfalls of the teacher tenure system and an outcry for system

---

25 Id.
26 See Van Horn & Schaffner, supra note 22, at 549.
27 See Stephey, supra note 22.
28 See Van Horn & Schaffner, supra note 22; Stephey, supra note 22.
30 See Stephey, supra note 22; see also Nat’l Educ. Assoc., Rankings of the States 2012 and Estimates of School Statistics 2013 ix (2012), available at http://www.nea.org/assets/img/content/NEA_Rankings_And_Estimates-2013_(2).pdf (the total number of schoolteachers in 2012 was approximately 3.1 million).
31 See Van Horn & Schaffner, supra note 22, at 549.
33 See Stephey, supra note 22.
34 Id.
36 See Van Horn & Schaffner, supra note 22, at 549; Stephey, supra note 22.
The following section details some of the arguments raised by advocates and opponents of teacher tenure.

III. DIFFERING VIEWS ON TEACHER TENURE

At its inception, teacher tenure sought to remedy clearly unfair employment practices and provide teachers with needed due process protections. However, some argue that as time has progressed, teacher tenure laws have spawned a host of unwanted consequences in public education and allow poorly performing teachers to retain their jobs. Advocates on each side of the debate enumerate several arguments for and against teacher tenure. While far from a comprehensive list of pros and cons of teacher tenure, the following should provide context allowing a more focused look at tenure laws.

A. Merits of Teacher Tenure

The NEA, one of the major proponents of teacher tenure, has a mission statement that includes “advocat[ing] collectively” for education professionals. The NEA and fellow advocates highlight the virtues of teacher tenure, including (1) protection against firing and hiring decisions based on arbitrary, personal, or political reasons; (2) job security; (3) the promotion of innovation in the classroom; (4) assurance of due process protections; and (5) other benefits.

1. Protection Against Arbitrary Firings

As stated above, before the existence of teacher tenure laws, teachers could be fired for almost any conceivable reason. Teachers lacked any form of protection against hiring and firing decisions based on discrimination; political maneuverings; personal differences with administrators, students, or parents; and even acts as trivial as wearing pants or staying out “too late.”

---


39 See, e.g., Turner, supra note 5.

40 See infra notes 41–54 and accompanying text.

41 See supra notes 33–35 and accompanying text.

42 See Van Horn & Schaffner, supra note 22, at 549; Bertot v. Sch. Dist., 522 F.2d 1171 (10th Cir. 1975) (addressing issues including whether nonrenewal of two high school teachers’ contracts amounted to retaliation for proper exercise of First Amendment rights).
provides protections against such arbitrary employment decisions by requiring administrators to show “good” or “just” cause prior to firing a tenured teacher. Without such a requirement, administrators would have almost limitless power to hire and fire teachers.

2. Job Security

Proponents of teacher tenure maintain that such protection provides well-deserved and needed job security for teachers. As of 2006, teachers earned fifteen percent less weekly than persons working in comparable positions. The trade-off for this wage disadvantage comes in the form of job security afforded by teacher tenure. Without such security, high-quality teachers might seek alternative career paths that would provide more competitive pay, which would in turn reduce the overall quality of education. However, opponents of tenure argue that merit-based pay is a viable alternative to tenure and would alleviate the concern of teachers earning less than those in comparable positions.

3. Classroom Innovation

Without tenure, the structure of the classroom, including what and how curriculum will be taught, can be severely limited. Teachers likewise lose the ability to teach controversial topics and teach using outside-of-the-box methodology. Creativity in the classroom promotes critical thinking and problem-solving skills in students: skills vital to success in the Twenty-first Century job market.

44 SYLVIA A. ALLEGRETTO, ET AL., THE TEACHING PENALTY: TEACHER PAY LOSING GROUND 2 (2008), available at http://teachertenure.procon.org/sourcefiles/the-teaching-penalty.pdf. Sixteen professions comparable to teachers were identified in a study including accountants, reporters, registered nurses, computer programmers, clergy, and personnel officers. These professions were chosen for comparison based on occupational “skill level” data, including raw skill requirements and market valuation of those skills, from the Bureau of Labor Statistics National Compensation Survey (NCS). Id. at 29–30, 32.
49 Id.
Creativity in teaching promotes creativity in students. Tenure provides teachers with assurance that they will not lose their jobs simply for choosing to teach unpopular topics, or in non-standardized ways. However, as will be discussed later, the NCLB restricts the manner in which teachers can teach, thus weakening tenure protections. While innovation can certainly enhance classroom learning, the NCLB greatly restricted the level of innovation teachers could engage in. Thus, innovation in the classroom may no longer be a benefit of tenure.

Before the NCLB, teachers could rest easy knowing they could not be fired for developing curricula that did not necessarily fit the district mold. Much of the credit for this educational freedom lies with the tenure system. The passage of the NCLB in 2001, and the imposition of associated requirements on school districts, significantly curtailed teachers' rights to choose their own teaching methods. Teachers were expected to manage classrooms in a manner ensuring students would perform to a federally mandated level in standardized testing. Such requirements choked out the freedom to innovate in the classroom eliminating one of the liberties tenured teachers enjoyed.

4. Due Process Protections

Tenured teachers have a property interest in continued employment, protected under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution. Tenured teachers cannot be stripped of their interest in continued employment without a hearing and the opportunity to respond. Teacher tenure helps ensure that teachers enjoy the protections afforded under the Due Process Clause.

5. Other Benefits

Identifying additional benefits stemming from tenure sometimes requires revealing the disadvantages of abolishing tenure. Without tenure, teacher turnover would increase. Teachers could be dismissed in the middle of a school year, which would create problems not only for school faculty, but more importantly, for students in the classroom. Replacing a teacher midyear disrupts the learning process and sows confusion among students. Consistency in instruction is important to stability in the classroom.

51 See infra notes 74–82 and accompanying text.
53 See Bishop, 426 U.S. at 344; Perry, 408 U.S. at 598; Roth, 408 U.S. at 576.
Because tenure provides a property interest in continued employment and powerful protections, administrators are more likely to carefully and thoughtfully select teachers. Further, administrators have an interest in granting tenure only to high-quality teachers, and thus tenure promotes meaningful review and evaluation of teachers currently on the tenure track. When coupled with such oversight, tenure provides administrators with the chance to weed out underachievers and retain high-quality teachers.

B. Arguments Against Teacher Tenure

While proponents of tenure highlight the virtues of the tenure system, an equally vocal group calls attention to the system’s flaws and failings. This group includes school board officials whose hands are often tied by tenure; parents whose children are placed in the classroom with underperforming, apathetic, and at times even abusive teachers; principals who are forced to continue employing such teachers; and others. Opponents of tenure identify several drawbacks, including (1) encouragement of complacency; (2) difficulty and cost of removing underperforming teachers; and (3) inadequate probationary periods.

1. Encouragement of Complacency

Tenured teachers who fully understand their protected position may be tempted to perform at the minimum level necessary to continue drawing a paycheck. Teachers under the protection of tenure understand that absent good or just cause, they do not risk losing their jobs. While tenure certainly carries the risk of complacency in the classroom, the majority of teachers do not fall within this minimal effort category.55 Most teachers perform their jobs well, regardless of the fact that they may be able to perform at a lower level without any repercussions.56 Examples certainly exist of teachers pushing the limits of poor performance, but these seem to constitute a minority.57


57 See, e.g., Michael Chen, Attorney: Complaint Against Cellphone-loving Teacher may End Tenure of Lincoln High Principal, ABC 10 NEWS (Apr. 23, 2014, 6:42 PM), http://www.10news.com/news/investigations/attorney-complaint-against-cellphone-loving-teacher-may-end-tenure-of-lincoln-high-principal (discussing a teacher who routinely talked on his cellphone during class time); Jason Song, Firing Teachers can be a Costly and Tortuous Task, LOS ANGELES TIMES (May 3, 2009), http://articles.latimes.com/2009/may/03/local/me-teachers3 (providing several examples of misconduct of teachers including abusive comments, physical assault, sexually pervasive comments directed at students, and denial of meals to misbehaving students).
2. Difficulty and Cost of Removing Underperforming Teachers

Probably the most cited reasons for the abolishment of teacher tenure are the cost and burdensome procedural requirements surrounding the dismissal of a tenured teacher. While numbers and figures vary across the country, dismissing a tenured teacher costs a school district time and money. The procedural protections afforded tenured teachers may allow a teacher whom a school district is seeking to fire to retain her position for months or even years. During this time, the tenured teacher is entitled to a hearing before an impartial hearing officer. Even after a successful dismissal, the teacher may appeal the decision in court, requiring the district to spend thousands of dollars on legal fees, and further delaying the dismissal process. Rather than enter this proverbial hornet’s nest, school districts often resort to retaining the problem teacher, or seeking other means of severing the employment relationship.

3. Inadequate Probationary Periods

Tenure in the K–12 setting is notably different than tenure in higher educational institutions, which usually requires research and publication. Tenure in the K–12 realm, on the other hand, requires only that a teacher teach in a school district for a certain number of years. In most states, teachers are eligible for tenure after three consecutive years of teaching. Opponents of tenure argue that three years (or less) is an inadequate probationary period that fails to sufficiently measure the quality (or ineptitude) of a teacher. Further, the

---


59 Id.


61 See, e.g., id. § 21-7-110(c)–(e), (g)–(h).

62 See Eltman, supra note 58 (noting that of the 55,000 teachers in New York, only ten were fired in the previous year).


first two to three years of teaching does not effectively predict a teacher’s level of performance post-tenure. Without a meaningful and extensive probationary period, proper evaluation of teachers cannot take place, and the potential for granting tenure to poor-performing teachers increases.

Bearing in mind the preceding discussion of the advantages and limitations of teacher tenure, this article next focuses on the ever-evolving movement toward teacher tenure reform in the United States.

IV. Teacher Tenure Reform in the United States

The current fate of teacher tenure around the country is tenuous at best. Some states are in the process of instituting legislation to completely abolish teacher tenure, while others seek to scale it back, or impose conditions or limitations on obtaining and retaining tenure. Tenure reform received a substantial shot in the arm with the advent of the NCLB. While the NCLB never explicitly discusses teacher tenure, its focus on student achievement measures creates increased pressure on teachers and administrators. This pressure partially drives the call for teacher tenure reform. While many of the NCLB’s several hundred pages of legislation fall outside the scope of this article, Title II of the act—preparing, training, and recruiting high-quality teachers and principals—parallels the primary focus of this article. Part A of this section gives a brief overview of the NCLB, focusing primarily on the portions relating to teachers. Part B discusses linking student performance measures to teacher evaluations and the resulting effect on teacher tenure.

67 See id. at 31.


72 See id. § 2101.

73 See infra notes 83–96 and accompanying text.
A. No Child Left Behind Act of 2001

The NCLB, promulgated in 2001, came about as a direct response to the deteriorating performance of K–12 students, especially those in economically disadvantaged and minority communities.74 The NCLB requires federally funded schools to promulgate annual student achievement assessments that measure student performance.75 Additionally, schools receiving federal funds must attain adequate yearly progress (AYP) in test scores.76 Various penalties for failing to attain AYP include (1) public labeling of schools as “in need of improvement”; (2) imposition of requirements to offer free tutoring and other supplemental education programs; and (3) even closing of underperforming schools.77

Pressures associated with the new requirements placed on school districts and the looming penalties have been serious concerns for school districts and administrators across the United States. Over the past several years, educators focused on improving student achievement and compliance with the NCLB. However, implementation of the NCLB system has been, for the most part, a failure.78 A lack of meaningful improvement under the NCLB may have caused lawmakers and leaders in education to turn to other means of achieving AYP. Some teachers have responded to these new demands by structuring curriculum around achieving AYP rather than facilitating individual student learning.79 While not inherently ill-advised,80 such a structure can have negative results in the form of teachers who unduly focus on helping struggling students perform better on standardized tests and explaining the tricks and shortcuts of the standardized tests to promote better scores, rather than emphasizing learning and retaining the material.81

Another result of the NCLB is the push to link student achievement measures to teacher evaluations.82 Such a link has the potential to increase accountability for

---

74 See 107 Pub. L. 110 § 1001, 115 Stat. 1425 § 1001. Section 1001 states that the purpose of NCLB is “to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on challenging State academic achievement standards and state academic assessments.” Id.

75 Id.

76 See id. § 6161.

77 See id. § 6163.

78 See Strauss, supra note 9.


80 On the surface, AYP requirements would appear to further the goal of student academic progression, since students are required to show progress in several core subjects. However, AYP fails to account for the individual circumstances of students and districts, and opts rather for strict formulas to determine whether state school districts are meeting the AYP requirements.

81 See FAIRTest, supra note 79.

teachers, but also creates the risk of evaluating teachers using criteria oftentimes outside their control.

B. Linking Student Performance Measures to Teacher Evaluations

Linking student performance measures to teacher evaluations seems like a logical step toward increased accountability for teachers. Teachers have control over the day-to-day activities in their classrooms, and thus should be held accountable for the performance of the students they teach. Further, it would seem logical to infer that high-quality teachers produce high-performing students. However, factors exist which may cast doubt on the logic of the above link. For example, a teacher who receives otherwise high marks on teacher evaluations could concurrently receive low marks in the areas of the evaluation linked to student performance.\footnote{See Valerie Strauss, Don’t Rush to Link Teacher Evaluation to Student Achievement, WASH. POST (May 14, 2010, 10:30 AM), http://voices.washingtonpost.com/answer-sheet/national-standards/lets-not-rush-to-link-teacher.html.} The school district may have placed a proven and seasoned teacher with poor-performing students in an effort to improve their learning. Low marks in areas of the teacher evaluation linked to student performance, in this instance, would be a poor indicator of the overall effectiveness of the teacher.

Additionally, teachers have no control over the academic performance level of their students when they first enter the classroom. Student academic progress, despite efforts toward educational equity, varies according to several factors.\footnote{See id. Factors include prior experience in school, prior teachers, learning support outside of school, parental involvement, and other family and societal factors.} A teacher’s window of influence for a student exists almost exclusively within the walls of her classroom during school hours. Efforts can certainly be made outside the classroom,\footnote{See id.} but for the most part, a teacher’s responsibility to educate exists in the classroom.\footnote{See id.} A student’s academic progress is affected by many factors including the student’s family environment,\footnote{See Christine Kim, Academic Success Begins at Home: How Children Can Succeed in School, THE HERITAGE FOUND. (Sept. 22, 2008), http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2008/09/academic-success-begins-at-home-how-children-can-succeed-in-school.} socioeconomic status,\footnote{See Nikki L. Aikens & Oscar Barbarin, Socioeconomic Differences in Reading Trajectories: The Contribution of Family, Neighborhood, and School Contexts, 100 J. EDUC. PSYCHOLOGY 235, 235 (2008).} whether English is the student’s first language,\footnote{See Christine Armario, U.S. Bilingual Education Challenge: Students Learning English as Second Language at Risk, HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 14, 2013, 9:28 AM; updated Jun. 14, 2013, 5:12 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/14/us-bilingual-education-_n_3079950.html.} etc.\footnote{Interview with Henry Bailey, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Laramie County School District #1, in Cheyenne, Wyo. (Mar. 28, 2014) (explaining that several factors contribute to overall student success); see also Strauss, supra note 83.} Because teachers have little to no
influence in these factors, a teacher’s ultimate influence on her students’ academic progress is limited to what takes place in the classroom. Therefore, any correlation between teacher evaluations and student academic achievement measures should likewise be limited to teacher actions in the classroom. As this article discusses later, linking student performance to teacher evaluation could effectively increase accountability for teachers. The link must include factors properly reflecting a teacher’s effectiveness, rather than factors outside their control.

Wyoming is currently reforming its teacher tenure laws, including the requirement linking student achievement measures to teacher evaluations. Wyoming’s teacher tenure statutes underwent an important amendment in 2011. The 2011 amendments, which must be implemented by the 2016–2017 school year, have the potential to substantially affect a tenure-status teacher’s rights and protections and will significantly change the tenure landscape in Wyoming. The following section gives an overview of tenure law in Wyoming and provides suggestions for where it needs to go from here.

V. Teacher Tenure in Wyoming

As part of the teacher tenure reform happening around the country, teacher tenure law in Wyoming is evolving. Amendments to the statutory scheme for teacher tenure created new teacher evaluation requirements requiring full implementation by the 2016–2017 school year. These amendments suggest a compromise by the legislature, which failed to enact a bill for the complete abolishment of teacher tenure in 2011. The new evaluation requirements appear to increase accountability for K–12 teachers statewide. Before examining the statutory amendments and their effects on teacher tenure, Part A provides a brief history of teacher tenure law in Wyoming to provide legal context for the amendments.

91 Bailey, supra note 90.
92 See infra notes 120–22, 129–33 and accompanying text.
93 See infra notes 120–22, 129–33 and accompanying text.
95 See id.
96 See id.
97 See id.
98 See id.
A. History of Teacher Tenure in Wyoming

Prior to 1967, Wyoming law lacked any kind of tenure provision for teachers.100 During this time, teachers did not have a property interest in continuing employment and had minimal protection against being fired.101 In 1967, Wyoming enacted a statute creating a distinction between an initial contract teacher and a continuing contract teacher.102 The statute defined a continuing contract teacher as:

(A) Any initial contract teacher who has been employed by the same school district in the state of Wyoming for a period of three (3) consecutive school years, and has had his contract renewed for a fourth consecutive school year; or

(B) A teacher who has achieved continuing contract status in one (1) district, and who without lapse of time has taught two (2) consecutive school years and has had his contract renewed for a third consecutive school year by the employing school district.103

An initial contract teacher was defined as “[a]ny teacher who has not achieved continuing contract status.”104 A continuing contract teacher was essentially a teacher who had been granted tenure status and “employed by each school district on a continuing basis from year to year without annual contract renewal.”105

---

100 See Standard School Employment Contract, 1957 Wyo. Sess. Laws, ch. 29, § 1. Section 1 reads as follows:

Section 1. The Attorney General of the State of Wyoming is authorized and directed to prepare, and revise from time to time, a standard form of employment contract for the use of school districts in Wyoming which desire to use the same. Said form of contract shall make provision, among other things:

(1) That the employer-employee relationship between a school district and its employees shall continue until terminated by specified affirmative action of either the employee or the employer.

(2) That the employer and the employee be protected by appropriate guarantees against untimely repudiation after execution.

(3) That no promise or guarantee of any right of tenure in employment or office shall be implied.

Id. (emphasis added).

101 Id.

102 See Wyoming Teachers Employment Act, 1967 Wyo. Sess. Laws, ch. 182, § 4. Section 4 states that “[a] continuing contract teacher shall be employed by each school district on a continuing basis from year to year without annual contract renewal . . . .” Id.

103 See id. § 3.

104 Id.

105 Id. § 4.
Beyond granting automatic renewal of contracts for continuing contract teachers, the statute established additional protections. Continuing contract teachers could be fired only for “good cause.” Further, to dismiss a continuing contract teacher, a school district had to follow certain procedural steps, including giving notice of termination by April 15th of the current school year, and allowing for a hearing in front of a hearing officer.

The new statutory scheme provided teachers in Wyoming with the protections of tenure without any of the limitations posed by teacher tenure reform. Essentially, continuing contract teachers had strict teacher tenure. For nearly fifty years, teachers in Wyoming enjoyed these additional protections. However, over the last decade, the teacher tenure discussion in Wyoming has led to legislative action in the form of statutory amendments. The amendments to the Wyoming teacher tenure statute will potentially change how tenure operates in Wyoming. Part B addresses the statutory amendments to the Wyoming teacher tenure statutes and focuses primarily on the 2011 amendment.

B. Amendments to the Wyoming Teacher Tenure Statute

Over the course of nearly fifty years—from 1967 to now—the Wyoming teacher tenure statute has undergone only three amendments. Of the three, only the 2011 amendment provides meaningful changes for continuing contract teachers. The 1997 amendment added a provision for salary credit to continuing contract teachers with prior years of service teaching in Wyoming. In 2001, an amendment added a provision granting the 1997 amendment credit to teachers in the regional developmental preschool program. The 2011 amendment required continuing contract teachers to undergo annual satisfactory performance evaluations. The Wyoming State Board of Education and Wyoming school district boards of trustees will promulgate the performance evaluation systems.

The statutory language requires the State Board of education to:

---

106 Id. § 9; see also O’Melia v. Sweetwater Cty. Sch. Dist., 497 P.2d 540, 542 (Wyo. 1972) (“absent good cause to the contrary a continuing contract teacher has a reasonable expectation of continued employment”).


108 Id. § 9; see also Simineo v. Sch. Dist., 594 F.2d 1353, 1356 (10th Cir. 1979) (“A discharge is lawful only if substantial evidence shows the existence of good cause, and the teacher is given a hearing by an impartial board as required by Wyoming’s Administrative Procedure Act.”).


114 See id. § 21-3-110(a)(xviii).
Not later than July 1, 2016, promulgate rules and regulations for the implementation and administration of a comprehensive school district teacher performance evaluation system based in part upon defined student academic performance measures as prescribed by law, upon longitudinal data systems and upon measures of professional practice according to standards for professional practice prescribed by board rule and regulation. The evaluation system shall clearly prescribe standards for highly effective performance, effective performance, performance in need of improvement and ineffective performance. Rules and regulations adopted under this paragraph shall to the extent the statewide accountability system is not compromised, allow districts the opportunity to refine the system to meet the individual needs of the district. The performance evaluation system shall also include reasonable opportunity for state and district provision of mentoring and other professional development activities made available to teachers performing unsatisfactorily, which are designed to improve instruction and student achievement.\footnote{Wyoming school district boards of trustees likewise have new responsibilities under the amendments. Under the statute, the boards of trustees must:}

Not later than school year 2016-2017 and each school year thereafter, establish a teacher performance evaluation system and require the performance of each continuing contract teacher to be evaluated summatively based in part upon student achievement measures as prescribed by rule and regulation of the state board under W.S. 21-2-304(b)(xv).\footnote{Such requirements have the potential to significantly alter the rights of a tenured teacher in Wyoming. While the language of these amendments could increase accountability for teachers and thus ensure the best teachers are in front of Wyoming students, the amendments also suffer from flaws that threaten their effectiveness. Part C discusses some of these problems.}

C. Problems with the 2011 Amendments

The 2011 amendments to the Wyoming teacher tenure statutes seem to focus on improving accountability among teachers and administrators across the State of Wyoming. Ideally the amendments will enhance the education of
Wyoming students by identifying which teachers are performing effectively and which are underperforming. Further, the amendments allow for the dismissal of continuing contract teachers who receive poor evaluations for two straight years. On the surface, the amendments seem to progress toward alleviating some of the drawbacks of teacher tenure, including reducing the administrative burden and cost of firing poor-performing teachers. However, the statute as it currently stands allows school districts to structure evaluation systems that directly mirror evaluation systems already in place, or alternatively, completely ignore the statutory requirements altogether. Further, any actions seeking the removal of ineffective teachers are hamstrung by lengthy and overly protective remedial measures. Specifically, the 2011 amendment (1) lacks any enforcement mechanism, (2) lacks specificity regarding the structure and implementation of teacher evaluations, and (3) mandates overly protective remedial measures for underperforming teachers. Each of these problems will be addressed below.

1. Lack of Enforcement Provision

Any teeth the 2011 amendments have in shaping Wyoming teacher tenure law are blunted by the fact that the amendments lack any kind of enforcement provision. While the likelihood that Wyoming school districts will outright ignore the new requirements is low, the statute does not expressly include any negative consequences for doing so. Neither the Wyoming State Board of Education nor boards of trustees in the various school districts will face any penalty for failure to establish the new teacher evaluation systems under the amendment. Without enforcement provisions, those tasked with promulgating the new evaluation systems, specifically the Wyoming Board of Education and Wyoming school districts, can simply refuse to make such changes without any repercussions.

There may be a reason why the Wyoming legislature did not include an enforcement provision. Possibly, an enforcement provision seemed unnecessary because the legislature assumed that the Board of Education and school districts would follow statutory law. Notably, the 2011 amendments include elements of the NCLB, which does contain enforcement provisions. Because the 2011 amendments draw elements of the NCLB that have explicit enforcement provisions, including provisions mandating the implementation of the new teacher evaluation systems under the 2011 amendments, it seems unnecessary to include enforcement provisions in the amendments.
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2. Lack of Specificity

The 2011 amendments added to the teacher tenure statute important language requiring continuing contract teachers to undergo an annual teaching evaluation and making tenure contingent on satisfactory performance under those evaluations. However, the language mandating the new teacher evaluation system fails to provide detail regarding how the systems should look, operate, and be implemented.

The fact that the 2011 amendments fail to direct how teacher evaluation systems should look or operate is not necessarily a bad thing. Wyoming takes a conservative approach to education and seeks to solve problems on the local level. Thus, leaving the structuring of teacher evaluation systems in the hands of individual school districts and possibly individual schools themselves seems to comport with this view of local control. In addition, the needs of school districts around Wyoming vary. A one-size-fits-all model of teacher evaluation would most likely fail to address the eclectic needs of school districts around the state and would likely face public disapproval.

While leaving the shaping of the teacher evaluation systems to individual districts seems to have obvious benefits, it also has some major drawbacks. Tailoring programs to the diverse needs of school districts around the state completely eliminates any possibility of providing uniform evaluation results. Given the ambiguous language of the 2011 amendments regarding teacher evaluations, school districts are free to interpret the provisions of the amendments in almost any conceivable way. The meaning of the phrase “student academic performance measures” in Laramie County might differ entirely from its meaning in Fremont County. The rubric for “highly effective performance, effective performance, performance in need of improvement, and ineffective performance” may look one way in Albany County and another way in Goshen County.

Variation in the establishment and implementation of the teacher evaluation systems around Wyoming may also create chaos in the teacher employment process. Teachers seeking employment in Wyoming would have no concrete standard under which their jobs and ultimately their tenure status would be reviewed. The standard could vary drastically, depending on the district in which the teacher seeks employment. This could lead to higher turnover as teachers migrate toward districts interpreting the new teacher evaluation system requirements in a more teacher-friendly manner. Administrators may also feel pressured to relax the
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standards under which teachers are evaluated to avoid losing high-quality teachers to other districts with less demanding standards.

Along with the potential problem of varying implementation throughout Wyoming is the concern that little to no implementation will take place in response to the 2011 amendments. Without specific standards for the creation and implementation of teacher evaluations, school districts might implement few to no changes to their current evaluation systems and instead conduct “business as usual.” In speaking with members of the school district boards of trustees for Albany and Laramie counties, it became evident that teacher evaluation systems currently used by those two districts do not differ radically from the evaluation system proffered in the 2011 amendments. Board members indicated that the amendments most likely will not have a noticeable impact on the evaluation systems currently in place. If school boards have already established and are implementing effective teacher evaluation systems, “business as usual” may actually work. These school boards will have no trouble adhering to the new requirements for teacher evaluations because, for all intents and purposes, they have already been doing so. However, for school districts that have historically failed to provide meaningful teacher evaluations, or that do not currently have any formal teacher evaluation systems, “business as usual” poses a real and continuing threat to the overall goal of placing high-quality teachers in front of Wyoming students.

Finally, lack of specificity regarding how teacher evaluations should relate to student achievement measures also render the 2011 amendments problematic. Nothing in the statute describes how to link the evaluations to the measures: it specifies only that the teacher evaluation system should be “based in part upon student achievement measures as prescribed by law.” As discussed above, absent statutory delineation of the appropriate link between teacher evaluations and student achievement measures, teacher evaluations potentially assess performance based on factors often entirely outside the teachers’ control. This kind of evaluation is not only unfair to the teacher, but utterly fails to provide meaningful data about teacher effectiveness.

3. Overly Protective Remedial Measures

The 2011 amendments also aimed to simplify the process of removing ineffective teachers. The mandated annual teacher evaluation system could help
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achieve this result, but the statute also contains provisions that complicate the removal process. First, the 2011 amendments include a new reason for which a teacher may be suspended or dismissed. While providing an additional justification for removing underperforming teachers, this new reason for suspension or dismissal can only be exercised after a significant amount of time has passed and if underperformance persists for at least two consecutive years. This means that an ineffective teacher will continue to teach for at least two years before a school can institute any kind of dismissal action under the statute. This poses a problem for two reasons: first, two years is far too long a time for an ineffective teacher to be teaching second, an ineffective teacher who receives an report of ineffective performance may merely shape up just enough to avoid a second ineffective performance evaluation. Upon receiving an evaluation rating higher than “ineffective performance,” the teacher may return to ineffective teaching methods, knowing her job is safe for at least another full year. This remedial requirement essentially ensures only that ineffective teachers will shape up long enough to reset their evaluation clock.

Further, the 2011 amendments require that the teacher evaluation system “also include reasonable opportunity for state and district provision of mentoring and other professional development activities made available to teachers performing unsatisfactorily . . . .” While the statute fails to provide specific information about the kinds of opportunities districts must provide, such opportunities will inevitably impede the dismissal of ineffective teachers. Such mentoring and professional development of ineffective teachers can certainly provide opportunities for growth and improvement, but this improvement occurs at the expense of students who have already suffered from the ineptitude of the underperformer.

In order to effectuate the kind of improvement in accountability for teachers sought by the 2011 amendments, certain changes to the statute must be made. Part D offers some suggestions for the improvement of the 2011 amendment language, and gives direction to school boards for effective implementation of the amendment.

D. Solutions and Suggestions

The 2011 amendments to the Wyoming teacher tenure laws have the potential to reform teacher tenure in a way that will further the goal of placing the best
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possible teachers in front of Wyoming students. This section of the article provides possible solutions to the three problems from which the 2011 amendments suffer: (1) adding an enforcement provision to the statute, (2) clarifying ambiguous terms and provisions within the statute, and (3) limiting the protection provided by statutorily required remedial steps.

1. Enforcement Provision

As mentioned above, the 2011 amendment suffers a lack of any kind of enforcement provision. Without an enforcement provision in place, the legislature runs the risk of the State Board of Education and school boards of trustees ignoring or curtailing changes to evaluation procedures mandated by the amendments. Amending the statute to include language detailing sanctions and penalties for failing to promulgate the teacher evaluation system would alleviate this possible problem. Such language would better inform the Wyoming Board of Education and Wyoming school districts of the importance of implementing the statutory requirements. While this article does not specifically identify potential sanctions or penalties, it merely notes that such penalties must be enforceable and severe enough to ensure compliance with the statutory requirements.

2. Clarify Ambiguous Terms and Provisions

To remedy the lack of specificity in the amendments, the Wyoming legislature should provide further details about the teacher evaluation system, including defining ambiguous terms such as “longitudinal data systems” and “standards for professional practice.” As stated above, a one-size-fits-all approach to the teacher evaluation system is not the answer. Wyoming’s school districts have varied strengths and face different challenges. Some kind of balance must be struck between completely dictating the way teacher evaluations should be implemented and leaving the decision entirely to the school districts. The legislature could provide general guidelines regarding “standards for highly effective performance, effective performance, performance in need of improvement, and ineffective performance.” Such guidance would assist school districts in crafting evaluation systems that are both flexible enough to meet a district’s individual needs, and uniform enough to ensure a certain level of statewide uniformity.

The statute must better define the link between teacher evaluations and student achievement measures. Requiring that teacher evaluations be “based in part upon student academic performance measures as prescribed by law” does
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little to explain the scope of such a basis. As stated above, such a broad approach to the link between teacher evaluation and student performance places teachers under scrutiny for circumstances entirely outside their control. Any link between teacher evaluations and student achievement measures must be based on interactions between the teacher and student, and exclude any factors outside that scope. A teacher’s ability to influence the learning of his students occurs almost exclusively in the classroom setting. Therefore, any link between student achievement and an evaluation of that teacher’s effectiveness should fall within the scope of what occurs in the classroom. Additionally, teachers have no control over a student’s academic level when the student enters the classroom. Teachers struggle with the challenge of educating students with a wide spectrum of academic progress. Therefore, any link of student achievement to teacher evaluation must both reflect the individual progress of each student and cover the timeframe for which the teacher and student interact in order to properly correlate the teacher’s efforts with the student’s academic development.

Currently, Albany County School District #1 implements Measure of Academic Progress (MAP) testing, which evaluates a student’s progress at the beginning, middle, and end of a school year. MAP also tracks each student according to his or her initial test performance and projects the academic progression individual students should achieve. This method of testing could prove useful in linking teacher evaluations to student achievement measures. MAP testing is both individualized and narrow enough in scope to provide meaningful data for use in evaluating teacher performance. While certainly not the only proper form of student testing, MAP testing represents one form of testing that Wyoming school districts could use in linking student achievement measures to teacher evaluations.


Under the current statutory language of the Wyoming teacher tenure statute, a district may dismiss a teacher for “inadequate performance as determined through performance evaluation tied to student academic growth for at least two (2) consecutive years . . . .” To avoid prolonged employment of an ineffective teacher, the statute should be amended to allow suspension or dismissal after only one evaluation indicating inadequate performance. While this may seem brash, it is important to note that the statute does not require suspension or dismissal.
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of the teacher. Indeed, even as currently enacted, the statute merely enumerates reasons for the school board and superintendent making a suspension or dismissal decision. The school board has and will continue to have freedom to use the remedial provisions articulated in the statute and seek improvement from an inadequately performing teacher for as long as it sees fit. Allowing suspension or dismissal after one inadequate performance review grants the school board more flexibility in its employment decisions.

VI. Conclusion

The employment arena for teachers in Wyoming is currently a buyer’s market. Mike Hamel, Assistant Superintendent of Albany County School District #1, said that several of the current job openings available in the district have hundreds of applicants. Some of the more difficult positions—including positions for paraprofessionals working with special-needs students—had fewer applicants, but still enough that the district had a wide pool of candidates from which to choose. Mr. Hamel explained that we need not retain poorly performing teachers in Wyoming; the state has an abundance of qualified and quality teachers seeking employment. Placing these quality teachers in front of Wyoming students merely requires removing underperforming teachers as quickly as possible, and selecting the best replacement candidate from the extensive hiring pool.

Teacher tenure in Wyoming is on the verge of monumental changes. What those changes will look like will depend significantly on the efforts of the Wyoming State Board of Education and the boards of trustees of Wyoming school districts. Implementing a teacher evaluation system that effectively measures a teacher’s performance in the classroom, coupled with a streamlined means of removing ineffectve teachers, provides a pathway toward filling our classrooms with high-quality teachers and improving education for students across the State of Wyoming.
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